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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let I C R be an interval. In this paper the existence on Z of certain solutions 
to second- and third-order differential equations of the form 
and 
xn =f(t, x, x’) (1) 
XI” = f(t, x, x’, x”) (2) 
is established. It is assumed that f is continuous, that solutions of initial value 
problems extend to I, and that appropriate boundary value problems have 
no more than one solution. The novelty of these results lies in the fact that 
the existence of a lower solution $, and an upper solution ~4 is assumed whose 
functional values satisfy the opposite inequality from what is assumed in papers 
dealing with existence theorems for boundary value problems. The solutions 
obtained are “between” the functions $ and # just as they are in the theorems 
dealing with boundary value problems, except that the positions of + and # 
are reversed. 
For second-order equations the following conditions will be assumed, where 
I C R is an interval. 
(A,) fi I x Ii2 --t R is continuous. 
(3,) If x1 and xa are solutions of the differential equation (1) on [tr :, $1 C I 
where t, < t, such that x,(Q = zcz(ti) for i = 1, 2 then x1(t) = x2(t) for 
t E Et1 T 451- 
(C,) All solutions of all initial value problems for (1) extend throughout 1. 
For third-order equations, with I C R an interval, the analogous conditions 
to be assumed are as follows. 
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(As) f: I x R3 -+ R is continuous. 
(Bs) If x1 and x2 are solutions of the differential equation (2) on [tr , ts] C I 
where t, < t, < t; such that xi($) = x2(&) for i = 1, 2, 3 then x1(t) = x&t) 
for t E [tr , ts]. 
(C,) All solutions of all initial value problems for (2) extend throughout I. 
In numerous papers dealing with boundary value problems for second-order 
differential equations of the form (1) it is assumed that there exists an upper 
solution 4 and a lower solution $ of (1) on I with d(t) < #(t) for t E I. Such 
results, for example, may be found in [l-7, 9-22, 24, 25, 28-39, 41-451. In 
this paper we assume the opposite inequality holds between 4 and 4 (i.e., 
#(t) ,( (b(t) for t ~1) and are able to show, using conditions (As), (BJ, and 
(C,), that there exists a solution of (1) on I which lies between Q and $. 
We also treat third-order equations of the form (2) where again we assume 
inequalities hold between an upper solution z,L and a lower solution $ which 
are opposite from what is usually found in papers dealing with two- or three- 
point boundary value problems for (2), such as in [29, 36, 43, 451. 
2. SECOND-ORDER EQUATIONS 
We begin by establishing a result for upper and lower solutions which are 
equal at some point. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let I C R be an interval and assume that (AJ, (B,), and (C,) 
hold. Let 4,# E G-(I) be lower and upper solutions, respectively, of (1) on I with 
$0) G d@)fo~ t~1 and WJ = $(td f OY some to E I. Then there is a solution x 
of (1) on I with #(t) < x(t) < 4(t) for t E I. 
Proof. If #‘(to) f 4’(t,) then to must be an endpoint of I and any solution 
x of Eq. (1) satisfying the initial conditions 
44J = d&J, ~‘(GJ = (4’(tcl> + WLW 
will satisfy the conclusion of the lemma by [40, Theorem 1, p. 10071. 
In case #‘(to) = $‘(t,,), we will show the existence of a solution x of (1) on 
[to , + a) n I (if t, is not the right endpoint of I) satisfying the initial conditions 
+cJ> = d(to>, ~‘(~00) = d’(h) 
and satisfying #(t) < z(t) < d(t) for t E [t, , +a) n I. A similar argument 
applied to (-co, t,] n I (in case to is not the left endpoint of 1) then yields a 
solution y on (- 00, t,,] n I satisfying the initial conditions 
YM = 7%>~ Y’W = #w 
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and satisfying $(t) < y(t) < d(t) for t E (-co, t,] 17 I. If t,, is the left endpoint 
ofl; then x is the desired solution. If t, is the right endpoint of 1, then y is the 
desired solution. If t, is neither the left endpoint of I nor the right endpoint 
of I, then x defined by x(t) = y(t) for t E (-co, to] fi I and x(t) = x(t) for 
t E (to , +a) n 1 satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. 
We assume now that t,, is not the right endpoint of I. By [4Q, Theorem 4, 
p. loll] it follows that if #(t) and 4(t) are equal at two points tr , t, with tr < t, 
then z/~(t) = 4(t) for tr < t < t, . We may assume that neither + nor $ is a 
solution of (1) on [t, , +CCI) n I since then x could be chosen to be equal to + 
or $, respectively. Thus there are points in [t,, , +CO) fl I where 4(t) and 4(t) 
are not equal. Let t, = sup(t: t > to , t ~1,$(t) = #(t)>. Then #(t) = 9(t) for 
t,, < t < tl and t, ~1 is not the right endpoint of I. Let x, be a solution of 
(1) on [t, , + co) n I satisfying the boundary conditions 
which exists, for n sufficiently large, by [24, Theorem 6.1, p. 344 and the last 
line of p. 3461. By [40, Theorem 1, p. 10071 it follows that y!(t) < zn(t) < +(t) 
for t E [tr + l/a, +co) n I. It follows from 123, Theorem 3.2, p. 141, using 
the mean value theorem on [tr + 11% , t1 + I/+] (where n, > n2 are chosen 
fixed but sufficiently large) to pick appropriate initial conditions, that there is a 
subsequence of (z,}, which we denote again by (x,J, and a solution x of (1) 
on [to , +co) n I such that zJt> -+ x(t) and x,‘(t) -+ x’(t) as n -+ +w, 
uniformly on compact subsets of [to, -/-CO) n 1. It follows that i(t) < x(t) < 
+(t) for TV [tr , +a) n 1. From this, we see that #(t) < x(t) <#(t) for 
t E PO , +a> n 5 &) = bite) and x’(tO) = +‘(t,). This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 
TWZOREM 2.2. Let I C R be an internal and assume that (A,), (B2), and (C,) 
hold. Let 4, $ E (?(I) 6 e 1 ower and upper solutions, respectiuelg, of (I) on I with 
tfi(t) Q #(t)for t EI. Then there is a soZution x of (1) on I with 9(t) < x(t) < +fi’) 
fOY teI. 
Proof. If&J = q&J f or some t,, E 1, then the result follaws from Lemma 2.1 
so we may assume that #(t) < d(t) for t ~1. It suffices to prove the theorem 
when I = [a, b] is a closed and bounded interval since any other interval I 
can be written as a union of a nested sequence of closed bounded intervals 1, 
and the solutions 3~;, , known to exist on 1, and satisfy #,t) < x.Jt) & 4(t) 
for t E I, , would have a subsequence converging to the desired solution x on I. 
For each fixed real number X E [a, b], let (Q and (y,,] be sequences of solu- 
tions of (1) on [a, b] satisfying the respective initial conditions 
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and 
m(4 = ?wh y,‘(h) = #(A) - l/?z. (4) 
By [23, Theorem 3.2, p. 141 there exist solutions ~1 and y of (1) on [a, b] which 
are limits of subsequences of {v~} and {y,}, respectively, satisfying the initial 
conditions 
and 
YN = tw>, Y’(4 = tlr’@)- (6) 
We note that by [40, Theorem 1, p. 10071 it follows that vJt> > #(t) for 
h < t < b and yn(t) > z/(t) for a < t < h. Thus v(t) 3 z)(t) for h < t < b 
and y(t) 3 4(t) for a < t < X. In fact, when a < X < b, the solution ZI on 
[h, b] will be the unique right maximal solution of the initial value problem (l), 
(5) by [8, Theorem 1, p. 1261 and [S, Theorem 3, p. 1281. 
We now define a solution x,, of (1) on [a, b] by xA(t) = y(t) for a < t < X 
and xA(t) = v(t) for h < t < b. By [40, Theorem 1, p. 10071 it follows that 
xA(t) cannot equal 4(t) at two points t,(h), tz(X) E [a, b] with tl(X) < h < ts(h). 
We may assume that for each h E [a, b] either tl(A) < X exists in [a, b] with 
X&l(4) = wm or else tz(X) > h exists in [a, b] with xA(tz(X)) = $(tz(X)), 
for otherwise, for such a h, x, would satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. 
Since for X = a the number tz(u) exists while for h = b the number t,(b) 
exists, there is a &, E [a, b] and a sequence h, + X, such that either t&J and 
(ts(X,)} exist or else t,(h,) and {t&J> exist. Only the case where tl(A,) and 
{t&t,)> exist will be treated, since the other case is similar. By [23, Theorem 3.2 
p. 141 there is a solution x of (1) on [a, b] which is the limit of a subsequence 
of {x~,}. If we define x(t) by x(t) = x,Jt) for h, < t < b and x(t) = z(t) for 
a < t < h, , then x is the desired solution and the proof is complete. 
We observe that for the equation x” = 0 on R it is easy to find a lower solution 
4 and an upper solution #, neither of which are solutions of x” = 0, satisfying 
$(t) < 4(t) on R. If we wished the opposite inequality to hold between 4 and $J, 
i.e., 4(t) < t)(t) on R, it would follow that $ and # were each solutions of 
x” = 0. See [42, Theorem 5.1, p. 5791 f or a result similar to Theorem 2.2 
but with the inequality between 4 and # reversed. 
3. THIRD-ORDER EQUATIONS 
It is not known whether a function $ E P(I) which is a lower solution for 
(2) is necessarily a subfunction for (2) when (As), (Ba), and (C,) hold [27, 
p. 1811. Thus we add an extra condition, (DJ, for third-order equations that 
was not used in proving the corresponding results for second-order equations. 
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(Da) Either $, $ f C3(1) are strict lower and upper solutions, respectively, 
for (2) on 1 or else f = f(t, y, x, w) in (2) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with 
respect to y, x, and w on compact subsets of I x R3. 
Whenever we need to cite a result concerning superfunctions in this section 
we will just cite the analogous result for subfunctions, since usually only these 
results appear in the literature. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let I C R be a bounded open interval, 01 E I, and assume that 
(A& (B3), and (C,) hold. Let 4, # E C’s(I) be lower and upper solutions, respective&, 
of (2) on I with t)(t) >, +(t)for t E (- GO, IX] n I and #( t) < $(t)fir t E [a, + co) n I. 
Assume’ there is a point t,, > 01, t, E I, with $(to) = #(to) kutd assume that (D,) 
holds. Then there is a solution x of (2) on [OI, +CO) n I satisf$ng the boundary 
conditions 
44 = b(4 eJ = d(to>, 44J = cb’(to) 
and satisfying gL(t) < z(t) < (b(t) for t E [01, +CO) PI I. 
Proof. By [27, Remark 5.1, p. 1931 it follows that if $J(L) and H(t) are equal 
at some point tl > t,, in 1, then y%(t) = 4(t) for to < t < t, (in case the second 
of the two alternate hypotheses in (DJ holds, [27, Remark 5.11 is stiil correct 
if the word strict is deleted). Similarly, if y%(t) and+(t) are equal at some point tz 1 
01 < t, G t, , then C(t) = 4(t) for t, ,( t < to . We’may assume that neither $ 
nor * is a solution of (2) on [01, +co) n I since then x could be chosen to be 
equal to 4 or $, respectively. Thus there are points in [a, +co) n I where 
tit)’ and $(t) are not equal. Let t, = sup(t: t > to, t ~1, #(t) = #(t)> and 
t, = inf(t: a: < t < to, 4(t) = $(t)}. Then $(t) = #(t) for t, < t < tr and 
either t, > 01 or else tl is not the right endpoint of I. 
If tl is not the right endpoint of 1, let z, be a solution of (2) satisfying the 
boundary conditions 
That these solutions exist, for n chosen large enough that tX + l/n E I, follows 
from [26, Theorem 3, p. 481. If tl is not the right endpoint of I, ,then +(t) < 
.zJt) <d(r) for t E [tl + l/n, +co) n I by [27, Theorem 4.1, p. 1911 and 
[27, Theorem 4.3, p. 1921. By [26, Theorem 1, p. 471 and [23, Theorem 3.2, 
p. 141 it follows that there is a solution x of (2) on [OI, +co) n I and a sub- 
sequence.of (z,f, again denoted by (zn}, such that 2$“(t) -+ #)(t), for i = 0, 1,2, 
as n -+ +co, uniformly on compact subintervals of [ol, +CO) n I. It follows 
that $(t) < z(t) < 4(t) for t E [tl , +co) n I and hence, by 127, Theorem 4.2, 
p. 1921; and [27, Theorem 4.4, p. 1931, we must have 4(t) < z(t) < b(t) for 
t E [a, +co) n I. Thus z would be the desired solution. 
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If tl is the right endpoint of 1, let (CXJ b e a monotone strictly increasing 
sequence of numbers converging to t, and let u, be a solution of (2) satisfying 
the boundary conditions 
un(4 = 41(d f4h> = (P(4J9 %(%I) = +(%>. 
That these solutions exist, for n chosen large enough that t, < ol, , follows 
from [26, Theorem 3, p. 481. By [27, Theorem 4.1, p. 1911 and [27, Theorem 4.3, 
p. 192-j it follows that $(t) < am <4(t) for t E [cz, ~~1. By [26, Theorem 1: 
p. 471 and [23, Theorem 3.2, p. 141 it follows that there is a solution u of (2) 
on [a, + co) I-J 1 and a subsequence of {un}, again denoted by {u,}, such that 
zQ(t) --+ ~(i)(t) for i = 0, 1,2, as n -+ +03, uniformly on compact subintervals 
of [01, +a) r\ I. It follows that #(t) < u(t) < d(t) for t E [CX, +a) n I so that u 
satisfies the conclusion of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. If the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1 hold, then there is a solution y 
of (2) on (-00, t,,] n I satisfying the boundary conditiorzs 
Y(4 = #a), YM = aI)7 Y’(hJ = (b’(to> 
and satisfying $(t) > y(t) 3 +(t) for t E (-00, a] n I and +(t) < y(t) < 4(t) 
for t E [a, t,]. 
Proof. By [27, Remark 5.1, p. 1931 it follows that if 4(t) and 4(t) are equal 
at some point t, < 01 in I, then #(t) = C(t) for t, < t < to (in case the second 
of the two alternate hypotheses in (Ds) holds, [27, Remark 5.11 is still correct 
if the word strict is deleted). Similarly if #(t) and &t) are equal at some point t, , 
Ly. < t, < t, , then t)(t) = +(t) for t, & t < to . We may assume that neither $ 
nor 4 is a solution of (2) on (- 00, t,,] n 1 since then y could be chosen to be 
equal to + or #, respectively. Thus there are points in (--co, t,,] n I where 
d(t) and #(t) are not equal. Let tr = inf{t: t < 01, t ~1, $(t) = #(t)} and let 
t, = inf(t: 01 < t < t,, ,4(t) = Ifi(t Then either tl < 01 and (b(t) = tfr(t) for 
t, < t < t, or else t, = a < t, and 4(t) = #(t) for t, < t < to. 
If t, < 01 and 4(t) = a)(t) for t, < t < to , then we may assume that t, 
is not the left endpoint of 1. Now let (~3 b e a sequence of solutions of (2) 
on (-co, t,,] n I satisfying the boundary conditions 
y,& - l/n) = (WI - l/n> + vWl - l/4)/2, m(G) = $@3, m(to> = d4t,)- 
That these solutions exist, for n chosen large enough that t, - l/n E 1, follows 
from [26, Theorem 3, p. 481. Moreover, d(t) < y,(t) < 4(t) for t E (--co, 
t, - l/n] nl by [27, Theorem 4.1, p. 1911 and [27, Theorem 4.3, p. 1921. 
By [26, Theorem 1, p. 471 and [23, Theorem 3.2, p. 141 it follows that there 
is a subsequence of {yIL}, again denoted by (y>, and a solution y of (2) on 
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(-CO, tO] n I such that y:‘(t) + y(“)(t) f or i = 0, 1,2, as n -+ $-co, uniformly 
on compact subintervals of (--co, ts] n I. It folIows that +6(t) < y(t) < 4(t) 
for t E (- 03, tr] and that+(t) = y(t) = #(t) for t E: [tl , t,J by [27, Theorem 4.2, 
p. 192] and [27, Theorem 4.4, p. 1931. Thus y would satisfy the conclusion 
of the lemma. 
If t, = 01 < t, and gb(t) = #(t> for tz < t < t, , then we note that 4’(a) > 
#‘(a) by [27, Remark 5.1, p. 1931 ( in case the second of the two alternate 
hypotheses in (D,) holds, [27, Remark 5.11 is still correct if the word strict 
is deleted). Now let y be a solution of (2) satisfying the boundary conditions 
Y(4 = +c47 Y(43) = b&J, YW = d’@O>~ 
That this solution exists follows from [26, Theorem 2, p. 471. Moreover, 
$(t) G Y(t) G $W f or 01 < t < t,, by [27, Theorem 4.2, p. 1921 and [27, 
Theorem 4.4, p. 1931. It follows that $‘(a) < y’(a) .< $‘(a). If in fact we have 
$‘(a) < y’(a) < #‘(a), then 4(t) < y(t) < #(t) for t E (-co, a) n I by 127, 
Theorem 4.1, p. 1911 and [27, Theorem 4.3, p. 192-j, and then y satisfies the 
conclusion of the lemma. The remaining possibility is that either #‘(a) < 
y’(a) = +‘(a) or else i/~‘(a) = y’(a) < $‘(a). We treat only the first case since 
the second one is similar, We note that if y’(a) = $‘(a), then y(t) = 4(t) for 
t E [OL, to] by [27, Theorem 4.2, p. 1921, [27, Theorem 4.4, p. 1931, and the fact 
that we already have y(t) < d(t) for t E [ol, to]. Let o, be a solution of (2) 
satisfying the initiai conditions 
%(4 = 4(4, %z’(4 = (by4 v;(a) = $5”(a) + l/n. 
By [27, Theorem 4.2, p. 1921 and [27, Theorem 4.4, p. 193j it follows that 
$(t) < v,(t) for t E (--co, a) n I. By [23, Theorem 3.2, p. 141 there is a sub- 
sequence of {zin>, again denoted by {vJ, and a solution v of (2) such that 
v’,i’( t) -c v(*)(t) for i = 0, 1, 2, as n -+ +co, uniformly on compact subsets of 
(-oo, to] AI. The function z defined by z(t) = v(t) for t E(-co, ti] and 
z(t) = y(t) for t E (a, to] is a solution of (2) on (-co, t,] n I that satisfies 
x(t) < #,t) for t F (-co, a) n I by [27, Theorem 4.1, p. 1911 and [27, Theorem 
4.3, p. 1921, and hence satisfies the conclusion of the lemma, 
LEMMA 3.3. Let I C R be a bounded open interval, 01 E I, and assume that 
(Aa), (Ba), and (C,) hold. Let 4, zj E C3(1) b e I ower and upper solutions, respectively, 
of(2)072T~:ith~(t) >$(t)fort~(--c~,~)nland$(t) <$(t)fort~(5+ +m)nP. 
Asszcme that +‘(a) = #‘(a) and that (Da) holds. Then there is a solution x of (2) 
on I satisfy&g $(t) > x(t) 3 +(t) for t E (-CO, CX] n I and 4(t) < x(t) < $(t) 
fiw tE[a, T03)nI. 
Proof. It follows from the hypotheses that @‘(oI) = $“(a). Let u, be a 
solution of (2) satisfying the boundary conditions 
f44 = Ql(4 %‘(g = d’(a), %L(%) = (#(%J + ?4%N2> 
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where {an} is a monotone strictly decreasing sequence converging to 01 [26, 
Theorem 2, p. 471. By [27, Theorem 4.2, p. 1921 and [27, Theorem 4.4, p. 1931, 
4(t) < u%(t) -c 4S(t) for t E [an , +co) n I. By [26, Theorem 1, p. 471 and 
[23, Theorem 3.2, p. 141 there is a subsequence of {u3, and a solution u of 
(2) on I, such that u:‘(t) + O(t) for i = 0, 1,2, as n---f +co, uniformly 
on compact subintervals of I. Thus t)(t) < u(t) < $(t) for t E [ol, + CO) n I 
and ~(a) = +(a), u’(a) = +‘(a), u”(a) = +“(a). A.similar argument applied to 
the interval (-co, a] n 1 would yield a solution v of (2) satisfying d(t) < 
v(t) < #(t) for t E (-03, a] n I and ~(a) = #(a), ~‘(a) = $‘(a), n”(a) = +“(a). 
The solution x of (2) on I defined by x(t) = v(t) for t E (-co, a] n I and 
x(t) = u(t) for t E (a, +-co) n I would then satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let ICI? be a bounded open interval, a! EI, and assume that 
(AJ, (Bs), and (C,) hold. Let 4, # E G(I) b e 1 ower and upper solutions, respectively, 
of(2) onIwith $(t) > +(t)for t E (---co, a) n Iand+ < $(t)for t E (a, +a) n I. 
Assume that +‘(a) > #‘(a) and that (Ds) hdlds. Then for each real number h, 
h > 01, in I there is a solution x,, of (2) on I satisfying q(a) = $(a), x,(h) = #(A), 
X,‘(A) = f(h), 3(t) 3 x,(t)for t E (-co, al n 4 #(t) < x,@>for t E [a, +a) n 1 
and either $(t) < q(t) for t E (-co, a] n I and q(t) < $(b) for t E [a, A] or 
else x,(t) < +(t) for t E [A, +c0) n I. 
Proof. For each fixed real number h E I, X > OL, let w be a solution of (2) 
satisfying the boundary conditions 
4”) = $(4? 43 = 1G(4, w’(h) = 9w), 
which exists by [26, Theorem 2, p. 473. Then 4(t) < w(t) for t E [a, h] by 
[27, Theorem 4.2, p. 1921 and [27, Theorem 4.4, p. 1931. We note that the 
solution w satisfies w”(X) > q(X). 
Now let z, be a solution of (2) on I satisfying the initial conditions 
Gd~> = 449, G’(h) = #‘(Q z:(h) = w”(X) + l/n. 
Then zn(t) > 4(t) for t E (h, +a) n I by [27, Theorem 4.2, p. 1921 and [27, 
Theorem 4.4, p. 1931. There is a subsequence of (x,J, again denoted by (z,J 
and a solution z of (2) on 1 such that z:‘(t) + 29(t) for i = 0, 1, 2, as 72 -+ $-co 
Thus #(t) < x(t) for t E [;\, +co) n I. 
Let U, be a solution of (2) on I satisfying the initial conditions 
f&(4 = w(4, u,‘(cd) = w’(a), u:(a) = w”(cd) - l/n. 
There is a subsequence of (un>, again denoted by (u,>, and a solution zl of 
(2) on I such that ug’(t) - u@)(t) for i = 0, 1, 2, as n -+ +co. Note that if 
w’(a) = #‘(a), then w(t) = #(t) for 01 < t < h by [27, Theorem 4.2, p. 1921 
and [27, Theorem 4.4, p. 1931 so that un(t) < $(t) for t E (-co, a) n I by 
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[27, Theorem 4.2, p. 1921 and [27, Theorem 4.4, p. 1931, and hence u(t) < S/J(~) 
for t E (-co, CX] n 1. On the other hand, if w’(a) > $‘(a), then the function zi 
defined by v(t) = u(t) for t E (-GO, CX] n I and v(t) = w(t) for t E (01, +co) n I 
would be a solution of (2) on I and v would have to satisfy v(t) < tl;(t) for 
t E (-co, CX] n I by [27, Theorem 4.1, p. 1913 and [27, Theorem 4.3, p. 1921. 
Thus in either case we would have g(t) < S/J(~) for t E (-00, CX] n I. 
The function x defined by x(t) = u(t) for t E (-GO, CX] n 1, x(t) = m(t) for 
t E (01, X] and x(t) = z(t) for t E (h, +co) n I now satisfies the conclusion 
of the lemma, since by [27, Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, pp. 191-1931, 
either x(t) < 4(t) for t E [J., +co) n I, or else d(t) < x(t) for t E (-co, CX] n I 
and x(t) < 4(t) for t E [a+ X]. 
A result similar to Lemma 3.4 but for values of h < 01 is stated next. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let I C R be a bounded open interval, a: E I, and assume that 
(A,), (BJ, and (C,) hold. Let $, $ E C3(I) be lower and upper solutions ‘espectively, 
of(2)onIwith#(t) >$(t)fort~(-cqcx)nIaand~(t) <#t)fort~(a, +co)AI. 
Assume that d’(a) > #‘(a) and that (Ds) holds. Then for each real number A, 
h < a, in I there is a solution xA of (2) on I satisfuing x,(a) = $(a), xx(X) = #(A), 
xAJ(h) = f(X), xh(t) < $(t)for t E (-a, a] n I, #(t) < xA(t)fOY t E [a, $00) n I 
and either (b(t) < q(t) fm t E (-co, A] n I or else C(t) < x,,(t) for t E [A, a] 
and xn(t) < 4(t) for t E [01, +CO) n I. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4 so it is omitted. 
The next theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let I C R be an interval, 01 E IO, and assume that (AS), (IQ, 
and (C,) hold. Let 4, # E C3(I) b e E ower and upper solutions, respectively, of (2) on I 
w&h 4(t) > d(t) for t E (-cm, a.1 n I and z/(t) < #(t) for t E [a, $00) n I. If 
(Ds) hoZds then there is a solution x of (2) on I with $(t) >, x(t) > $(t) for 
t~(--qa]nIand$(t) <x(t) <#(t)fir tE[ol, -+co)nJ: 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem when I is a bounded open inter& 
since the interior of any interval I, with 01 E; I*, can be written as a union of a 
nested sequence of bounded open intervals In , containing CX, and the sohrtions 
x, , known to exist on I% and satisfy +(t) < xn(t) < #(t) for t E (-00, a] n 1, 
and $(t) < x,(t) < 4(t) for t E [a, +03) n I, , would have a subsequence 
converging to the desired solution x on I by [26, Theorem 1, p. 471 and [23, 
Theorem 3.2, p. 141. 
If #(to) = $(to) for some to E I, to i: cy-, then assume to > 01 since the other 
case is similar and let the solutions x and y be the solutions of (2) whose existence 
is assured by Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, respectively. Define x by x(t) = y(t) 
for L E (-co, to] n I and x(t) = z(t) for t E (t,, , +a~) n 1. Since x(t) = y(t) 
for t E [ol, t,] by [27, Theorem 3.1, p, 1841, it follows that x is a solution of (2) 
on I which would satisfy the conclusion of the theorem. 
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Assume now that d(t) f #(t) for t E 1, t -f 01. We may also assume that 
+‘(a) > #‘(a) since otherwise the conclusion follows from Lemma 3.3. For each 
fixed real number X ~1, h # 01, let xh be the solution of (2) on I given by 
Lemma 3.4 or Lemma 3.5, whichever is appropriate. 
Let the region M be defined by 
for t E (01, +co) n I}. 
It follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 that for each X # 01, either L(X) or R(h) 
holds for X, where these are the properties 
and 
w (4 %@>) fE M for te(--cO,A]nl 
w (6 %(a E M for t E [X, +co) n 1. 
If L(X) holds for all h E I, X f 01, then we choose CC(~) > 01 to be a monotone 
strictly increasing sequence converging to the right endpoint of I. The cor- 
responding sequence {x,cn,] of solutions of (2) given by Lemma 3.4 would, 
by [26, Theorem 1, p. 471 and [23, Theorem 3.2, p. 141, have a subsequence, 
again denoted by {x~w}, such that &,(t) + 0(t) for i = 0, 1,2, as n -+ +OO, 
where x would be a solution of (2) on I satisfying the conclusion of the theorem. 
If R(h) holds for all X ~1, h # 01, then an argument similar to the one just 
given shows that the conclusion of the theorem holds. 
If there are values h i , h, of h $; 01 in I such that R(X,) and L(h,) hold then 
there is a h, in the closed interval determined by X, and h, and two monotone 
sequences of opposite monotonicity (not necessarily strictly monotone unless 
h, = 4 44 and PC n converging to h, such that L(ct(n)) and R@(n)) hold for 1 
n = 1, 2,... . By [26, Theorem 1, p. 471 and [23, Theorem 3.2, p. 141 there 
are solutions u and e, of (2) on I and subsequences of {xaw} and (x8(&, again 
denoted, respectively, by {xao} and {~s(&, such that x$‘,,(t) ---f @(t) and 
$&) -+ ~(i)(t) for i = 0, 1, 2, as n ---f +co, uniformly on compact subintervals 
of 1. It follows that (t, u(t)) E M f or t E (-co, hs] n I and that (t, v(t)) EM 
for tEIXO, +co)nI. 
If h, # 01, then U(N) = #(a) = ~(a) and u(X,) = $(hs) = v(h). Moreover, 
u’(X,) = #‘(A,,) = v’(;\,,) so that by [27, Theorem 3.1, p. 1841 we would have 
u(t) = v(t) for t in the interval determined by 01 and X, . Thus x defined by 
x(t) = u(t) for t E (-co, &,I n I and x(t) = v(t) for t E (X, , +co) n I would 
be a solution of (2) on I satisfying the conclusion of the theorem. 
If h, = 01, we treat the case where IX(~) is strictly monotone increasing and 
p(n) is strictly monotone decreasing. The other case, where the monotonicity 
of a(n) and /3(n) is reversed, is similar so it is omitted. Let h, = 01 and a(n) 
be strictly monotone increasing to X, while p( 71 is strictly monotone decreasing ) 
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to &, . Then u(a) = $(a) = U(E) and z/(01) = #‘(CC) ==, v’(a) since z&,(Lx(Yz)) = 
#‘(4@> and $&&W) = #‘GW>- Moreover, ~~~~(44) 6 f(+>) and 
~;&(4> 2 fw n >I so that U”(E) < $“(a) < zl”(ot). On the othe? hand thege 
are points t, , 7% with t, E [ 01 n a an T, E [LX, P(S)] such that x&,,(t,) 2 #‘C&J ( >, ] d 
and x&,(~J < #“(T,& I t o f I1 ows that v”(a) < #“(oI) < zJ’(cl) so that ~“(a) = 
$“(a) = g”(a). From this we see that the function x defined by x(t) = u(t) 
for t E (-co, u.] n I and x(t) = a(t) for t E (a, +CD) n1 would be a solution 
of (2) on I satisfying the conclusion of the theorem. 
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